Paracord Cross Necklace

Materials:

Four pieces at 5 feet of 550 paracord

Break-away buckles or pop barrel connectors.

(Cost for this project starts at $2.79)

Step 1: Find the center of two pieces of cord and overlap them as shown.

Step 2: Cross the left and right cords over the middle cord.

Step 3: Bring the bottom cord over cord A and under cord B

Step 4: Bring the top cord over cord B and under Cord A. Always go over the nearest cord and under the farther cord.
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Tighten. Repeat steps 2 through 4 four more times.

Repeat the same process with the other two cords so you have two sides of the cross. Lay them next to each other.

Step 5: Joining the two sides. Work the same process by bring the cord pointing down on the left (A) to the top and the cord pointing up on the right (B) to the bottom.

Step 6: Bring the left cord over A and under B.

Step 7: Bring the cord on the right over B and under A.

Tighten and repeat steps 5 through 7 eight more times for the bottom.
Repeat steps 5 through 7 one more time, but do not tighten.

**Step 8:** Take one cord and bring it under the cord to the right and up through the center as shown.

Repeat step 8 until all four cords are in the center. Then tighten.

Repeat steps 5 through 7 to join the bottom cords. Then repeat four times to create the top. Repeat step 8 to tie the knot at the top.

Trim two of the top cords to the length desired. Attach the break-away buckles or pop barrel connectors.

Trim the two unused top strands close to the knot and melt the ends. Trim the bottom strands about a half inch long and melt the ends.
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